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  We all dream of a time when scouting crops to find production problems and 
pesticide resistance are a thing of the past. With the help of  some of today's 
technology, that time may very well be in our near future.

  The CropSafe Network was created in 2018 by two Midwestern teams of  
precision agriculture specialists, Heartland Soil Services of Cunningham, Kansas 
and our very own Record Harvest of Nevada, Missouri. This network provides an 
insect infestation alert. The network uses strategically placed bug  traps equipped 
with cameras that can count and identify insects. The  interesting part about this 
concept is that you not only get data from your own trap,  but you actually get a 
much bigger picture of the threat by taking all of the traps in  the network into 
consideration. "It's like a Doppler weather radar forecast of insect  infestation, and it 
gives a 12 to 15 day heads-up of approaching pest problems" says Landon 
Oldham, business officer with the CropSafe Network.

  There is also new technology available called the pyrethroid net. This net is used 
to attract a specific pest to it and kill it quickly before it causes damage. Kevin Rice, 
University of Missouri Extension entomologist, along with the help of an MU 
graduate named Kelsey Benthall, studied the pyrethroid trap. They concluded that 
using the nets were equivalent to spraying your fields with insecticides twice 
throughout the season.

  Since Missouri is always one of the first states to see Japanese beetle infestation, 
it is imperative that we find an effective and reliable solution to our pest infestation 
problem. With the help of The CropSafe Network and the University of Missouri 
Extension's continued studies, that solution may be on its way.

Justin Ogle
417-684-7803
justin@recordharvest.com
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How Fast is too fast?

 

 

Brad Majors, Ag tech

  Did you know that you don't need a new planter to be able to adapt to the newest planting technology on the 
market? High speed planter technology is something that a lot of growers are starting to look at for their
operation. Does this mean you have to plant at 10 mph? The answer is no, but you could if you wanted to.

  With the addition of Precision Planting's vDrive, DeltaForce, and SpeedTube to your planter you can add just
a few mph to your current planting speed or plant upwards of 11 mph depending on field conditions without
sacrificing seed depth and spacing. There is no need to worry about chains or cables to maintain, thus making 
your life easier. It seems like every year we have a smaller window to get crops planted, so this can mean big
dollars in your pocket. Who doesn't want to be more accurate and faster? Remember, it's not how fast you plant,
it's how well you plant fast.

If you have any questions about converting to a high speed
planter or anything precision agriculture, feel free to contact 
us at any time.

Brad Majors
417-684-7804
brad@recordharvest.com

Picket Fence Stand
Jeremie Cordova, Ag Tech
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If you don't take time to run your corn units on a test stand,
what effect will this have on population, stand, and yield?
Having your planter meters ran to find any issues before you
get to the field is a smart decision that can prevent downtime 
and yield loss.

  We run a lot of meters to help farmers find issues they may 
have before they go to the field. It could be as small as a seed
treatment buildup inside the meter or as big as worn out
components that could cause spacing issues, skips, doubles,
or even loss of planting. We suggest running all your meters
every year with your seed so we c an make sure the meter is

  running in tip top shape.

  Another thing to consider is if you're using enough graphite or talc or any at all. The goal with graphite is  to 
provide adequate lubrication to mechanical components without dirtying the seed tube sensor enough to
reduce seed monitoring accuracy. In finger pickup seed meters, excess graphite can also increase "skips". Too 
much graphite can make the seeds so slippery the fingers have trouble holding them. Straight graphite is 
recommended for finger meters while an 80/20 blend is recommended for vacuum planters. The rate
recommended for finger meter planter is 1-2 tablespoons per unit of corn while vacuum planters require 1/4-1/2 
cup per unit.

If you have any questions about having your meters ran, please don't hesitate to call.

660-492-5626
jcordova@recordharvest.com



Data Management
Kirsten Botha, Data Services Specialist

Fun Facts

Record Harvest's Data Management Division's mission is simple - to make precision agriculture simple, practical 
and profitable for our customers. We can do this because we approach precision agriculture from a farmer's 
perspective. Many of our programs and offerings help you generate a return on your investment. Today we have
the ability to track everything we do from plant to application to harvest, which allows you to create your own on 
farm network.

Over the years Record Harvest's goal has been to be the lowest input on the farmer's operation, while always 
knowing the information that is being collected contains the most profitable results to the bottom line. Whether
it's complete plant and harvest maps, variable rate plant prescriptions or crop removal at the end of the season, 
we typically cost less than 1% of your total outputs.

Many times the data being streamed still needs a human touch to ensure the output being applied is accurate. 
Record Harvest is more than a pretty map on an iPad. We work to provide a solution and a communication
source for you to make important decisions from your own operation.

We are currently assisting growers with crop
removal recommendations along with soil fertility
needed to build a solid agronomic base for the
crop getting ready to be planted. If you have
specific questions in regard to data
management, feel free to call or email us
anytime.

Kirsten Botha
417-321-3324
kirsten.botha@recordharvest.com





*Americans spend 10% of their income on food, which is the lowest of any country.



*Approximately 97% of U.S farms are operated by families, family partnerships, or family corporations.

*Soybeans are an important ingredient for the production of crayons. In fact, one acre of soybeans can 



produce 82,368 crayons.

*Farms today produce 262% more food with 2% fewer inputs (such as seeds, labor, fertilizers) than they did 



in 1950.

*The area known as the "Pacific Rim" region (in Asia) is emerging as the world's fastest growing market for 
U.S. corn. There, most of the corn is fed to livestock to produce food for humans. The majority of the world's 
population is located in the Pacific Rim region.



14283 South 2000 Road
Nevada, MO 64772
417-667-0220

Upcoming Events

Western Farm Show
February 21-23, 2020

American Royal Complex
Kansas City, MO




